
The author, Jim Scarborough, Dist. X Associate Vice President, with his Texan 750. Modifications to the original design include reduced stab 
area, longer tail moment, and higher pylon. 
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THETEXAN 750 
By JIM SCARBOROUGH ... There's nothing so consistent as a well-tried design that has been continuously 
modified and updated over a period of 10 years. Here is the latest version of a veteran design. 

• The Texan was designed in early
1952. Ed Miller and Jimmy Summerset!
(of San Antonio, Texas) designed and
built the first versions. Since then,
model engines have increased tremen
dously in power and engine runs have
been reduced. In order to stay com
petitive with the Texan, l 've made
numerous modifications since I started
flying them in 1962. The stab area
has been reduced, tail moment increased,
pylon raised and fuselage lines have
been cleaned up, among other things.

The model has evolved with consis
tency in mind. I for one dislike 
test flying. Once the model has aged 
three or four months, it should not be 
necessary to test fly it any more. I go 
to a contest, and though the model may 
not have been used for several months, 
the first flight of the meet is usually 
made by [TIY 750, and is a max at that! 
Ample decalage, rigid wing, and pylon 
height, all contribute to an inherently 
stable, forgiving design. 

The construction of the 7 50 is very 
conventional and simple. Once all the 

ribs are cut out, you'll be pleased the 
way it seems to fall together. Care
fully select your wood, with strength 
and weight in mind, but above all
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keep the stab and wing tips light. I like 
to start by building the wing and stab 
first. Make rib templates from ·1 /16 ply
wood. The diagonal ribs in the wing are 
oversize to allow for sanding to size in 
place. They are also made !ong and are 
to be cut to length at assembly. All 
ribs are 1/16 contest balsa. Stack them 
to cut spar slots and for sanding. 

Starting with the right wing, notch 
trailing edge (or cut 1/16 off all ribs) 
and pin in place. Pin down leading 
edge and both spars. 

Glue in all ribs, except the ones at 
the dihedral joints. On the right main 
panel, leave the diagonal ribs out until 
the assembly is dry. Un-pin this panel 
from the board and prop up the leading 
edge 1 /4 inch at the polyhedral break, 
while keeping the trailing edge pinned 
down. Now install the diagonal ribs. 
This will build and lock in the correct 
amount of wash-in. 

Bevel a light piece of 3/32 sheet 
balsa and glue it on at a 45 degree 
angle for the wing tip. Do not install 
the top spar at this time. 

After the wing is dry, remove it 
from the plan and mark the rib curvature 
on the tip, using a straight edge laid on 
top of the ribs. Carve and sand to the 
correct contour. Don't forget to relieve 
the forward portion for the 1 /16 
planking. 

Rub the plan with cooking oil to 
make it translucent. Turn the plan 
over to build the left wing in the same 
manner as the right wing
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wash-in is omitted. When dry, install 
tip dihedral, hard balsa dihedral braces 
and ribs. Then join the center panels 
at the proper dihedral angle, install 
hard balsa braces and ribs. Now install 
the top spar. Butt-glue the 1/16 soft 
planking to the leading edge, to all ribs, 
and the top spar. Pin down until dry. 
Use care to get good glue joints, as this 
planking adds a lot of strength to the 
wing. 

Carve the leading edge to match the 






